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The Trump International Hotel & Tower offers accommodations in downtown five-star
luxury spa, restaurant and bar, but with hotel apartments and condominiums as well.
The Trump International Hotel and tower, also know as Trump Tower, or sometimes the
Chicago Hotel Towers is not just a five-star luxury hotel in downtown Chicago, which
also has two hotels and residential condominium apartments available as well. On top of
that Chicago is a tourist attraction in its own right. It is the second tallest building in the
city, after the Tower Willis (ex-Sears Tower) and the second tallest building in the U.S..
The Style in Trump Towers Chicago
Invited for the first tie in the Trump International Fair can be surprised with the style of
five-star hotel. Any application of flashy bling more closely associated with, say, Ivana
Trump, you will be amazed to see the appropriate approach under the next generation.
Ivana Trump’s daughter Ivanka was very involved with the Trump Tower Chicago and
the result is surprisingly tasteful understated luxury” sumptuous but subtle.
Trump International is just north of the Chicago River, and two blocks west of the main
commercial street of Chicago Magnificent Mile, Michigan Avenue. Both the bar, just
above the lobby and its restaurant Sixteen is an impressive sight, especially at night. The
restaurant serves dinner with sixteen points of view of the Wrigley Clock Tower and the
Chicago Tribune Building 30ft through your windows from floor to ceiling. The menu is
international and dishes like halibut on a bed of truffle risotto Bacon-show kitchen
under the Australian-born Frank Brunacci is there to impress.
The Spa at Trump
The luxury spa in the 14th floor of Trump International Hotel, unusual in many respects.
Of course part of the hotel is available for all guest to use, but also has 53 of their own
rooms, private spa, so that also becomes a spa resort separately. The décor of the
rooms, spa, and more relaxing than the rooms on the main hotel, with extra features
such as a yoga mat and block, weights, a healthy minibar with juices, very relaxing
candles, a tables that turns into a station make-up, and neck and eye pillows that are
heated to customers during service in bed. The spa itself is the largest in Chicago and
has a 75fly indoor heated pool with floor to ceiling windows, a fitness center, with
magnificent views of the Chicago River, 11 rooms, spa treatments, personal trainers and,
of course, a wide range of massages, facials, manicures and pedicures, and other
relaxation treatments.
Trump Tower Condo Apartments
Trump International Chicago not only provides luxury 5 star hotel but also offers guests
the opportunity to buy your own private hotel or residential condo. These luxury suites,
basically, offers rooms with all the amenities of a luxury hotel 5 star hotel, including
access to the spa, the funky bar and restaurant Sixteen. The communities have their own
private entrance, but with the complete entry of all hotel facilities.

Chicago Downtown Luxury Hotel
The Trump Tower Hotel is not cheap, but offers special promotions and last-minute
bookings means it can be surprisingly chap, given the five star facilities on offer. And to
the delight of a holiday, it would be heard to beat.

